The linear Hilbert-Riemann problem in the class of analytic functions was examined by J.S. Rogozhina [1] and Lu Chien Ke [3] . Some Hilbert-Riemann problems in the class of pseudoanalytic functions were considered by J. Wolska-Bochenek £2] and G. . The present author examined' [15J a compound non-linear Hilbert-Riemann problem in the class of analytic functions. The aim of this paper is to solve analogous problems, both linear and non-linear, for a system of m functions (m > 1). The non-linear problem will be reduced to an equivalent system of singular integral equations (see (39) below) that will subsequently be examined by using Schauder's fixed point theorem. -523 -
4° The complex vector g(t) is defined on L and
We introduce the following notation (see e.g.
We say that A(t) belongs to C^CMa,^,) if each element of A(t) belongs to C^iM^.k^J, where (^(Ma,k^ J is the class of all functions whose moduli are boundea by the constant M^ > 0 and that satisfy Holder's condition with the coefficient k^ > 0 and the exponent /j. e i0,1>.
The stun (4) at = ae H + ac R will be called the index of problem (1).
Solution of the linear problem
It is well known (see [5] , pp.368-371; [8] , pp.49-52 and (1) exists, then it is given by
where ^(z) is a vector with coordinates (i = = 1,2,...,m) a-nalyti<S in S 0 and continuous on S 0 . By (l.b) we can assert that
holds true, where
The problem (9) is called the ftLemann problem and (see [V[, pp.162-172) can be reduced to the Hilbert problem (11) where
tff(z) = §A z) for z e. S. (5) and (19) respectively) is a solution of problem (1).
The compound non-linear problem
Further generalization of the mixed Hilbert-iRiemann problem is the following problem:
To find a vector $(z) = (z) ,$ 2 (z-),... ,$ m (z)J , sectionally analytic in D + and D", whose boundary values satisfy the conditions a) $ + (t) = A(t) $"(t) + E[t,<f 4 (t),^+I(t),^"(t),
We retain the assumptions 1° -3° and we make the following assumption!« 5°. The veotor ?(t,u a ,...,u 4jn ) = [? 1 (t ,u.,,... ,u 4m ),..., P m (t,u 1 ,... t u 4ja )] is defined in the set {t £ L, | u.^ j < r},
This theorem Is a generalization of Theorem 1 in [15J (i=1,2,...,m* R being a positive number) and satisfies in this set the inequalities 4m
where M p ,k p >0; p. c (0,T> . Let us suppose for a moment that the vector F(t , • •» is given. In this case, by the considerations concerning the linear problem (1) above, one can assert that the solution of the problem where
We assume that the index x is non-negative and that *Hj_ ® * or 1 =
In the opposite case one should make additional assumptions of type (16) concerning the unknowns of the problem. (25) and (26) with taking into account the values on L of the canonical solution X(z) of problem (7).
We introduce the addition of two points of V\_ and the product of a point and a real number in the usual way, and we define the norm ||p|| of a point p and the distance of two points p^ and p^ by the formulas 3
respectively. It is easily observed that .A is a Banach space.
We now consider in the space _A. the set V of all points p whose coordinates »^»WgfW^.w^ satisfy Proof. Inequalities (43) result from assumptions 1° -3°, 5°, (41), definition (40) and the estimates given in [6] .
It is easily seen that system (43) As a result we can conclude with the following theorem. T-heorem 2.
If the vectors H(t Q ) and P(t,u^,...,u^m) and the matrices A(t) and c(t Q ) satisfy the assumptions 3°, 5°, 1° and 2° respectively, and if the constants Mp and kp are so small that inequalities (44) hold good, then there is a Holder -continuous vector ó(z) = C §-(z), ..., $_(z)) (with the Holder exponent not v 1 " m greater than 2'' sectionally analytic in the domains D and D , whose boundary values satisfy conditions (20).
